


jectory and constitutes thereby the his-

tory of the walk. For unbiased deci-

sions, the series of (random) branching

events will inevitably lead to a com-

pletely different trajectory even when

the experiment is repeated under iden-

tical initial conditions. Applying Shan-

non’s formula, each decision of the

walker creates information and

increases H by one bit for each step,

DH(Pk) 5 ln k/ln 2 [bits], where the ini-

tial condition n 5 1 was applied. The

history of the process may be stored by

some external observer or the walker

himself may carry a memory that allows

for a reconstruction of the path he took.

So far the diverging process creates his-

tory, but for nontrivial contingency, the

choices at individual bifurcation points

must introduce recognizable differences

for the forthcoming walks. The simplest

example is the introduction of a prefer-

ence for certain decisions. For example,

one might prefer to go left in the upper-

left part of the binary tree and to choose

preferentially the right branch in the

lower-right half. Then, the first deci-

sion��up or down��has an influence on

all further decisions which, therefore,

are dependent on the first step. History

matters and a simple bias introduces

contingency into the system.

The binary-tree toy model illustrates

the basic causes for history and contin-

gency, but it differs from reality in

many aspects. The four most important

points for the forthcoming discussion

are: (i) The spaces in which the trajec-

tories are embedded are high-dimen-

sional (instead of the two dimensions

suggested by the Figure), (ii) we are not

dealing with a single walker but with an

ensemble of walkers, (iii) the decisions

to be taken commonly have more than

two options, and (iv) the graph of the

embedding space is not a tree but a

network. High-dimensionality of spaces

counteracts intuition as mentioned al-

ready by Sewall Wright, who is consid-

ered the ‘‘father’’ of fitness landscapes

as a tool to visualize evolution [1]. Dis-

tances are generally smaller in high-

dimensional spaces. For the purpose of

illustration, we consider the largest dis-

tance in an n-dimensional array of N

points. For N 5 1000 points in one

dimension, i.e. n 5 1 and all points are

situated on a line, the largest distance

is dmax 5 999, two-dimensional space

with n 5 2 and N 5 1000 yields dmax 5

44.72, and for n 5 3 we find dmax 5

17.32. The space, in which the evolu-

tion of genomes takes place, is com-

monly called sequence space:1 Every

sequence is represented by a point, and

the distance between two points is the

Hamming distance1 between the corre-

sponding two sequences [2, 3]. The

sequence space of binary sequences is

a hypercube of dimension n and con-

sists of a network of closed loops rather

than a tree, but for sufficiently long

sequence lengths n, the sequence space

is so large that a local approximation

by a tree becomes meaningful. This

condition is almost always fulfilled in

nature where we are dealing with ge-

nome lengths of several thousand for

viruses, several million for bacteria, and

several billion for higher organisms.

Almost everything in nature carries

some kind of memory on its past, but

the underlying principle of storage is

often not evident. Organisms are an

exception because genetic information

is always stored digitally in a DNA

molecule that represents an excellent

memory of the phylogenetic past.

Here, the creation of contingency by

mutation and selection in the sense of

Charles Darwin will be considered.

FIGURE 1

Memory-erasing and memory-creating walks on binary trees. The binary tree on the left hand
side illustrates the approach toward a point attractor, equilibrium or asymptotically stable station-
ary state. Shells around equilibrium are numbered by g 5 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .. The number of points
in a shell is 2g and hence g bits of information are required to locate a point. The approach to-
ward equilibrium erases the information of the location by one bit for every shell. On the right
hand side, an outward going trajectory is shown on the same binary tree. Each step going out-
ward involves a binary decision and increases the information content by one bit. The tree recon-
struction problem in molecular evolution starts from the information stored in��as many as
possible��sequences in the current, i.e., present day shell and retrieves the past by systematic
sequence comparison.

1The notion of sequence space has been

introduced by Manfred Eigen for

nucleic acid sequences [2] and by John

Maynard Smith for proteins [3]. The

appropriate metric for point mutations

as source of variation is the Hamming

distance. It counts the positions in

which two aligned sequences differ.
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The currently available highly efficient

techniques for sequencing DNA

allowed for harvesting extensive infor-

mation on genetic sequences and put

the reconstruction of phylogenies from

molecular data through comparison of

present day genomes on a solid basis.

In essence, the tree of life is a binary

tree differing from the one shown in

the figure by variable lengths of the

edges–edges can bridge several shells.

The current view that the majority of

mutations is either deleterious or has

no effect on selection at all��and

hence, advantageous mutations are

rare��is supported by a wealth of

sequence data from all biological king-

doms. Research in molecular evolution

led to the concept of a molecular

clock, which states that the number of

mutations recorded in the genome is

approximately proportional to genome

lengths and time [4, 5]. Molecular phy-

logeny reconstruction became the

most important tool for timing and

revealing history in biology.

Considering a ‘‘population of

walkers’’ rather than a single individual

brings the model close to evolution.

Required is the assumption that

walkers multiply along their trajecto-

ries and transmit their position on

the tree to the progeny, which contin-

ues the walk of the parent. Some

points on the tree��representing some

genomes��provide more resources

than others and progeny accumulates

there. Variation is introduced at the

branching points and selection is a

result of finite population size��to

compensate the increase in population

size by birth, individuals have to die. A

population has memory since walkers

at less favorable points stay in the

population for some generations

before they are eliminated.

Migrating outwards in space faces

‘‘combinatorial explosion’’ of points��2g

on a binary tree��and sooner or later

populations cannot cover all accessible

points. The size of populations is

highly variable in nature��as illustrated

for mammals as an example where it

ranges from several hundred for cer-

tain endangered species to several bil-

lion for men. Symbiotic bacterial colo-

nies typically consist of several hun-

dred thousand to 1014 cells, the latter

observed, for example, in human guts.

Even 1014 appears tiny in relation to

the values of the exponential function

at moderate chain lengths: 2g 5 1014,

for example, yields only g 5 46.51.

Computer simulations have shown

that in absence of differences in the

properties relevant for selection, colo-

nies that are unable to cover sequence

space migrate and split into smaller

clones [6–8]. If computer experiments

are started several times under identi-

cal conditions,2 the population

migrates in different��almost orthogo-

nal��directions in sequence space [9].

Clones created by replication and

mutation form quasispecies consisting

of a fittest genotype and a surrounding

mutant distribution as predicted by

the kinetic theory of evolution [2, 10]

and later verified in virus populations

[11]. The quasispecies concept gave

rise to completely new insights into vi-

rus evolution [12] which, in essence,

confirmed the concepts derived from

computer simulations.

The origin of contingency in evolu-

tion has been recently demonstrated

by an elegant experiment with Esche-

richia coli [13, 14]. In February 1988,

Richard Lenski from Michigan State

University in East Lansing started a

long-time experiment with Escherichia

coli [12]. Bacterial evolution is studied

under controlled constant conditions

giving rise to about six to seven gener-

ations or duplications per day and

thus lead to about 45,000 generations

in 20 years. The bacteria grow in a

minimal medium containing nutrients

and citrate buffer to keep the pH con-

stant. Every day a small sample is

transferred to fresh medium, isolates

are taken at regular intervals after ev-

ery 100 generations and stored at a

low temperature of 2808C (21128F).
Twelve subpopulations were prepared

from a single ancestral clone; the sub-

populations evolved independently

and adapted to the new constant envi-

ronment in the medium within the

first few thousand generations [15].

After 31,500 generations, a dramatic

change in growth was observed in one

(and only one) of the 12 subpopula-

tions, the ‘‘c-population,’’ that mani-

fested itself in a much higher concen-

tration of bacteria and increased tur-

bidity of the solution [11]. What had

happened was reconstructed by careful

investigations and biochemical analy-

sis: The ‘‘c-population’’ had developed

a membrane channel for the uptake of

citrate into the cell.3 The innovation

created an enormous advantage as the

buffer medium citrate was now avail-

able as a new nutrient and substan-

tially more growth was the answer of

the successful subpopulation. The next

obvious question was whether the ci-

trate channel arose by a single very

rare mutation��and hence was not

repeatable within reasonable time

spans��or was a result of the historical

development of the successful popula-

tion. The answer to this question came

from previous isolates that were used

to initiate evolution of new strains.

The innovation of a citrate channel

was indeed reproducible with ear-

lier��but not too early��isolates from

the ‘‘c-population’’ but did never occur

2In this context identical conditions

means that everything was kept the

same in the simulations except the

seeds for the random number generator,

which determine the sequence of ran-

dom events.

3Under aerobic conditions, normal

Escherichia coli bacteria have no means

for the transport of citrate from the me-

dium into the cell and hence cannot

life on a medium containing only ci-

trate when exposed to air. Rare special

forms are known, which in contrast

can incorporate citrate.
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in any of the other 11 subpopulations.

Several explanations for the action of

past mutations facilitating a mutation

producing the citrate gate are possible:

(i) epistatic effects favoring the citrate

gate precursor gene, (ii) the prepara-

tion of a precursor by insertion of a

sequence by mobile elements in the

Escherichia coli genome, and (iii)

migration of the population by neutral

evolution into some region in

sequence space from where the citrate

gate sequence becomes accessible via

an ordinary mutation. Deep sequenc-

ing of the ‘‘c-population’’ and the other

subpopulation as planned by Richard

Lenski and his group will very likely

provide the answer. No matter which

interpretation will eventually turn out

to be correct, Richard Lenski’s experi-

ment with Escherichia coli has shown

three important features:

i. The occurrence of contingency does

not require different environmental

influences as the evolutionary mech-

anism alone may create history by

mutation and selection and as it was

discussed already in the toymodel.

ii. Rare events need not be rare per se

since the history of a population may

contribute to conditions that allow

for a great innovation by means of an

ordinary single mutation. This phe-

nomenon has been characteristically

named the ‘‘jackpot effect’’ [16].

iii. A memory carried by one particular

population allowed for reproduc-

tion of events within a certain his-

torical time span. If one went back

too far on the way to the common

ancestor of all 12 subpopulations,

no advantage was left for the pro-

duction of a successful mutant.

The Lenski experiment provides

also the first hint from a laboratory

experiment to answer the often raised

question: ‘‘What would happen if the

tape were played twice?’’ [17]. Most

likely something else, as we have ex-

perimental evidence that contingency

occurs under fairly simple conditions

and within reasonable time spans. Dif-

ferences between subpopulations and

diversity will be created in repeated

evolution events and accumulate as

the trajectories diverge in sequence

space. In short time intervals, as we

have seen, for example, by the repro-

duction of the mutation toward the ci-

trate channel, the second run of the

tape would result in essentially the

same or very similar phenotypic

improvements. The genotypes giving

rise to the same phenotypes, however,

can be assumed to be different. In the

long run also the phenotypes diverge

as demonstrated by the fact that none

of the other 11 subpopulations was

able to produce a favorable mutation

leading to citrate uptake within the

time spans of the experiments. Hence,

repeating evolution would give differ-

ent results at least in all details.
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